Abstract
Introduction
The determination of the fan pressure in a ducted ventilation system requires the calculation of the pressure losses in the index run of ductwork; these losses being the frictional loss and the loss through duct fittings such as elbows, tees and enlargements. The latter loss is referred to as separation loss. Usually, increased index duct lengths result in increased frictional loss while a multiplicity of fittings is associated with increased separation loss. In general, the ratio between the two loss components in an air extraction system may vary with varying length of index run (hence with number of air intake terminals).
In an earlier study [1] a relationship had been drawn between the fraction of the total head loss which represents the separation loss, on one hand; and the number of intake terminals and length of index duct run, on the other hand. The resulting graphs showed a second order variation for the relationship.
In the study, total pressure loss components were calculated for six configurations of toilet rooms (namely 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 rooms). The 4-room configuration is illustrated in plan and as an isometric sketch in Figures 1 and 2 , respectively; while the 6-room configuration is illustrated in plan in Figure 3 . In Figure 2 the duct sections in the index run are labeled using boxes which touch the sections. In each box, the number on the left is the duct section number, that on the top right is the length of the section (in m), while the number on the bottom right is the air quantity (in l/s) flowing through the duct section.
In the present study, the data generated in the earlier study are utilized to obtain regression equations which are useful in predicting the fraction of total head loss due to duct fittings in index duct runs.
Calculation of Pressure Loss Components
For each ductwork configuration, the frictional head loss was calculated by the D'ArcyWeisbach formula expressed as [1] ---- (3) was utilized in the analysis.
The separation loss component was calculated in terms of the loss coefficient [4] of each fitting obtained from the literature as [5] (4) where denotes the th fitting and the number of fittings in the composite index duct run.
Typically, the estimation of head loss components for the 4 -room toilet ventilation configuration is shown in Table 1 , while in Table 2 the summary of the estimated loss components for all six configurations are presented. The ' Excel ' plots of Figs 4 and 5 depict the respective variations of the fraction of the total head loss which represents the loss through duct fittings with varying number of ventilation air inlet terminals and lengths of index duct run. 
Derivation of Regression Models
The second order variation of the fraction of total loss due to separation loss, denoted as the dependent variable , which is regressed, in turn, on the independent variables of number of inlet air terminals (denoted as 1 8) where is the number of data points, which is 6 in this case.
Utilizing the values presented in Table 2 , the statistical variables are computed in Table 3 . Substitution of values from Table 3 Taking the derivation of Eqn. 10 as an example, substitution of values from The coefficient of correlation is given as [6] Then taking values from Table 5 
Discussion of Results
From the obtained coefficients of correlation, it can be inferred with 90% confidence that the fraction of total head loss through duct fittings in the studied ventilation system configurations can be obtained from the derived regression equations (with the number of ventilation air intakes, or rooms; and length of index ductwork as independent variables).
The fractions of head loss through fittings obtained from the regression equations show second order increases from 0.590 to 0.667 for an increase in the number of air intakes (or rooms) from 2 to 12, and from 0.598 to 0.667 for a corresponding increase of 2.8m to 22.4m in index duct length. It is thus observed that the fitting loss fractions fall between 0.590 and 0.667 within the limits of system complexity utilized in the study.
Hence, needed estimates of the fraction of pressure loss due to fittings may be made by interpolating between these limits. Alternatively, the derived regression equations may be applied with reasonable correctness.
It is also observed that, within the limits of system complexity utilized in the study, the fractions of loss due to fittings are greater than those due to friction (i.e., > 0.5). It would, therefore be a misnomer to refer to the head loss through duct fittings as 'minor loss'.
Conclusions
Second order equations have been derived by regression analysis to estimate the head loss fraction due to duct fittings in a set of extract ventilating duct systems. Such regression models facilitate the extract fan selection process since the total system head loss is easily obtained by adding the relevant fraction to the frictional loss. More extensive duct systems can also be analyzed by the same method to obtain regression models which would be useful for wider applications.
